SANDRA

Radio Communications Monitoring System

Monitor radio communications in large geographical
areas

Monitor thousands of
channels simultaneously

Control multiple sensor sites
remotely with SANDRA

What is Combitech SANDRA?
We believe that capturing important radio communications requires a combination of world-class
hardware and software, and that is why we created the SANDRA software suite. Combitech SANDRA
is a modular, distributed and scalable narrowband radio communications monitoring system. It provides operators with full manual control, supports tens of concurrent operators with different roles and
provides tasking function for autonomous operation.
With Combitech SANDRA, operators are able to monitor thousands of different channels remotely
across large geographical areas simultaneously. The intuitive user experience makes SANDRA quick to
learn and easy to use. Extensive integration capabilities into multiple systems using standard interfaces guarantees that the solution is easy to set up in existing environments. With SANDRA, your operations will be running in no time.
Our unique combination of knowledge and experience in the development of radio communications
monitoring software enables our customers to start monitoring radio frequencies and to capture communications in the most cost-efficient way.
Combitech SANDRA software enables your operations to capture the important communications.

Benefits
From single sensor to nationwide coverage
with one system
Efficient solution that offers the best value for
your investment
Easy integrations enable quick setup to
existing environments
Intuitive User Experience (UX) that shortens
the time to use and learn the system
Highly customizable with built-in support for
various roles to allow operators to focus on
essential information

Features

Monitor thousands of channels in large
geographical areas.
Signal acquisition, processing and reporting.
Scalable from a single laptop to numerous remote sensor
sites.

Direction finding and location calculation.
Integrates steerable antennas, signal amplifiers and
RF-matrices.
All frequency bands based on integrated hardware.

Dozens of simultaneous operators for each sensor site.

Full manual controls as well as autonomous operation via
tasking function.

Support for different operator roles.

Straightforward integration to other systems.

Support for digital radio types starting from USB stick radios
to high-end radios providing thousands of channels.

Easy to extend by integrating new radio types and other
equipment.

Want to know more?
Contact us
sales@combitech.fi
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